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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 427 of 2020

[PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION]

IN THE MATTER OF:

GOOD GOVERNANCE CHAMBERS 

(G2 CHAMBERS)      PETITIONER 

Versus

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION 

OF INDIA & ORS.     RESPONDENTS

PRELIMINARY AFFIDAVIT ON BEHALF OF 

RESPONDENT NO. 3, WHATSAPP INC. 

I, Brian Hennessy, aged about 40 years, son of Mark Hennessy, 

Power of Attorney holder of Respondent No. 3, WhatsApp Inc. 

WhatsApp

Park, California 94025, USA, do hereby solemnly affirm and state 

as under:   

1. I am the Power of Attorney Holder of WhatsApp and am

duly authorized and competent to swear this preliminary

Affidavit

acquainted with the facts of the proceeding as derived from

the official records. I have read the Petition Petition

and the applications for interim relief filed by Petitioner,

i.e., I.A. No. 42713/2020, filed on March I.A. No.

1



1 I.A. 

No. 2

2. WhatsApp denies each averment, allegation, and 

submission in the Petition, I.A. No. 1, and I.A. No. 2, and 

nothing stated therein may be deemed to have been 

admitted by WhatsApp unless, and then only to the extent, 

specifically admitted hereinafter. WhatsApp craves leave to 

file this Affidavit to raise its preliminary objections 

regarding the maintainability of the Petition. In the event 

that the Petition is not dismissed at the outset, WhatsApp 

further craves leave to file a detailed affidavit or other 

documents in reply to the Petition, I.A. No. 1, and I.A. No. 

2, if necessary.

PRELIMINARY SUBMISSIONS / OBJECTIONS

3. For more than two years, 

WhatsApp Pay

subjected to intense regulatory scrutiny and oversight by the 

RBI

NPCI

re Centre for 

Accountability and Systematic Change v. Union of India & 

Ors. 2018 Payments PIL

During this entire period, WhatsApp worked diligently to 

meet the conditions to launch the full-release version of 

WhatsApp Pay.

4. unregistered

create new barriers for WhatsApp Pay under the guise of 

enforcing fundamental rights. WhatsApp respectfully 
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L for 

the following reasons.

5. First, since the beta version of WhatsApp Pay was first 

launched over two years ago, WhatsApp has been working 

diligently with the NPCI. There is no occasion for any 

views in this process.

6. Second, several publicly available facts raise serious 

concerns regarding the maintainability of this Petition, 

facts include the following:

a. Petitioner is an unregistered a
recognizing that such associations do not possess a legal 
personality and thus have no fundamental rights to enforce, 
has strictly scrutinized and indeed on several occasions 
banned such associations from pursuing PILs. 

b. Petitioner is a self-
have been formed less than two months before filing this PIL. 
Indeed, Petitioner has provided no proof of privacy related 
public interest advocacy, and appears to have waited two years 
to form i

c. There is also a concern that Petitioner may not have been 

involvement with a complaint filed with the Competition 
CCI

commonalities with the Petition, including the following: 

i. The CCI complaint contains the same core allegations
and same core relief as the Petition: to stop WhatsApp 
Pay. 

ii. The CCI complaint was filed shortly after this PIL by 
the same law firm representing Petitioner, Law Juno. 

iii. The CCI complainant, Law Juno, and Petitioner until 
only recently all shared the same address.

It is submitted that it is an irresistible conclusion that Petitioner 
is behind the CCI complaint and has not acted with candour 
by disclosing this fact.
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d. Publicly available information reveals that an individual 
named Mr. Sahil Baghla was recently incarcerated in 

$300 million worth Bitcoin-based Ponzi 
scheme
things, criminal breach of trust and cheating. 

Notably, an individual sharing the same name appears to be 

i. A Sahil Baghla appears to have registered the website 
domain names for both Petitioner 
(www.g2chambers.org
Juno (www.lawjuno.com), based on the phone number 
provided at registration. Further, until recently, 
Petitioner and its law firm shared the same office 
address.

ii. A Sahil Baghla posted a job listing on LinkedIn for a 
position with Petitioner. 

iii. On LinkedIn, a Sahil Baghla purports to be employed 

iv. The Facebook page of a Sahil Baghla contains posts

All of the foregoing demonstrates that Petitioner is not 

suitable to pursue this PIL to protect the public interest. At 

7. Third, even if Petitioner were suitable to pursue this PIL 

(which has been called into serious question), Petitioner 

fails to demonstrate a violation of a fundamental right 

protected under the Constitution, which is a prerequisite to 

maintain a PIL under Article 32. Indeed, none of the relief 

Petitioner requests seeks to remedy or otherwise address a 

violation of a fundamental right.

8. Accordingly, WhatsApp respectfully submits that this PIL 

may be dismissed at the threshold. Alternatively, WhatsApp 

requests that before the merits of this PIL are considered, 
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A. Background on WhatsApp

9. WhatsApp was founded in 2009. It is incorporated under the

laws of the State of Delaware and has its principal place of

business in the State of California, in the United States.

10. WhatsApp built its service on a foundation of user privacy

and security. As WhatsApp explains in its Key Updates

regarding its Terms of Service and Privacy Policy:

-to-end encryption, and other 
-

to-end encry
them. A copy of the
Privacy Policy of August 25, 2016, available at 
https://www.whatsapp.com/legal/#key-updates, is
provided as Annexure at Page Nos. 17 to 18).

11. -to-end

encryption system is provided in its Technical White Paper:

Messages between WhatsApp users are protected with 
an end-to-end encryption protocol so that third parties 
and WhatsApp cannot read them and so that the
messages can only be decrypted by the recipient. All
types of WhatsApp messages (including chats, group
chats, images, videos, voice messages and files) and 
WhatsApp calls are protected by end-to-end 
encryption. A copy of the Technical White Paper 
dated December 19, 2017 and first published by 
WhatsApp on April 5, 2016, available at 
https://www.whatsapp.com/security/WhatsApp-Securi
ty-Whitepaper.pdf, is provided as   2
at Page Nos. 19 to ).

B. Background on WhatsApp Pay

12. The Government has championed and promoted its flagship

to transform
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India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge 

economy The launch of Digital India and Digital 

Payments is to ensure more people can benefit from 

technology, especially in rural areas A copy of a

screenshot of the home page of the Digital India website 

(www.digitalindia.gov.in) as on June 1, 2020 is provided 

as R3 3 at Page No. 3 . A copy of the

Press Information Bureau circular dated July 26, 

2019, emphasizing the importance of digital payments is

provided as R3 4 at Page No. 3 ). Indeed,

the RBI has emphasized the importance of digital 

payments systems 

the general public that non-

available round the clock

of the efforts to limit the fallout of 

the corona virus pandemic 

A copy of the RBI press

release dated March 16, 2020 is provided as Annexure

 at Page No. 3 ).

13. On

Digital Payments vision, and with the approval of the NPCI,

WhatsApp launched the beta version of WhatsApp Pay, a

digital payments feature that allows Indian users to send and

receive payments through designated payment service

providers. WhatsApp Pay uses the Unified Payments

UPI a national payment system that

supports most major banks in India which NPCI

developed and operates with the authorization of the RBI.

The beta version is limited to serving less than 1% of the

total users of the WhatsApp messaging app in India.
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C. WhatsApp Has Been Actively Working With the NPCI

and There Is No Reason for Petitioner to Interfere With

That Process

14. For more than two years, WhatsApp has been working

diligently with the NPCI regarding WhatsApp Pay. Indeed,

under the direction and oversight of the RBI and NPCI,

WhatsApp has invested significant resources, time, and

energy, including undertaking extensive engineering

efforts. There is no reason for Petitioner to interfere with

that process.

D. Petitioner Is Not Suitable to Pursue this PIL

15. Public interest litigation

is a weapon which has to be used with great care and

circumspection and the judiciary has to be extremely

careful to see that behind the beautiful veil of public interest

an ugly private malice, vested interest and/or publicity-

seeking is not lurking. Ashok Kumar Pandey v. State of

West Bengal, (2004) 3 SCC 349, at para. 12 (emphasis

added)).

16. howsoever genuine a case brought before a Court

by a public interest litigant may be, the Court has to decline

its examination at the behest of a person who, in fact, is not

a public interest litigant and whose bona fides and

credentials are in doubt; no trust can be placed by the

Court on a mala fide applicant in a public interest

litigation. Kalyaneshwari v. Union of India, (2011) 3 SCC

287, at para. [t]he credentials,

the motive and the objective of the petitioner have to be
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apparently and patently aboveboard. Otherwise the 

petition is liable to be dismissed at the threshold. P. 

Seshadri v. S. Mangati Gopal Reddy & Ors, 2011 (5) SCC 

484, at para. 18 (emphasis added)). 

17. blatantly abused by filing

some petitions with oblique motives

imperative directions

follow to preserve the sanctity of the PIL. Of relevance here,

courts must carry out the following gatekeeper

before entertaining a PIL

effectively discourage and curb the PIL filed for
extraneous considerations
prima facie verify the credentials of the petitioner
ensure that there is no personal gain, private motive or

oblique motive behind filing the public interest litigation
and
ensure that the petitions filed by busybodies for

extraneous and ulterior motives must be discouraged by
imposing exemplary costs or by adopting similar novel
methods to curb frivolous petitions and the petitions filed
for extraneous considerations.

(State of Uttaranchal v. Balwant Singh Chaufal, (2010) 3
SCC 402, at para. 181, pg. 461; emphasis added).

18. WhatsApp submits that this PIL is exactly the type of PIL

at the threshold.

Petitioner fail to demonstrate its credentials for pursuing

this PIL on behalf of the public, but the publicly available

evidence demonstrates that Petitioner is ill-suited to pursue

this PIL.

19. First unregistered

association (Petition, at para. 2) purporting to seek the

enforcement of fundamental rights under Article 32.

an unregistered association has no fundamental
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right possess a legal personality

(B. Srinivasa Reddy v. Karnataka Urban Water Supply & 

, (2006) 11 SCC 731, at 

para. 36). WhatsApp submits that, for this reason alone, this 

PIL is not maintainable. At the very minimum, it requires 

y to pursue this 

PIL.

Second, in its Petition, Petitioner claims to be a 

. 2) with vague objectives, such as

There is little to no information available in the public

domain to substantiate these conclusory statements. Indeed,

Petitioner merely proclaims on its website

(www.g2chambers.org), without support, that it is an

organization that carries out research/advocacy in various

fields with a focus on food, unemployment, healthcare, and

the right to privacy with the right to privacy as the clear

outlier, and potentially included for the sole reason of

justifying this PIL. Such a statement, without a well-

documented, unbiased history of privacy-related public

advocacy, is insufficient to establish the credentials required

for Petitioner to pursue this PIL. (A copy of a screenshot of

(www.g2chambers.org), as on June 1, 2020, is provided as

Annexure at Page No. 3 ).

Third, Petitioner appears to have been formed just this year,

as evidenced by the very recent registration of its website

(www.g2chambers.org). The domain name linked with its

website was registered on January 26, 2020, the same date

9



(www.lawjuno.com) was registered. (A copy of the domain 

(www.g2chambers.org) as on June 1, 2020, as obtained via 

a WHOIS domain search, is provided as 

 at Page Nos. 3  to  3 ; and a copy of the domain name 

(www.lawjuno.com) as on June 1, 2020, as obtained via a

WHOIS domain search, is provided as 

 at Page Nos. 3 to ). Petitioner and its law firm 

thus registered their websites barely one month before 

filing the 

February 2020, with its first tweet dated 

February 13, 2020, two weeks 

Facebook page was created on 

March 29, 2020, one month after filing the Petition. (A 

copy of the relevant screenshots 

, as on June 1, 2020, are provided as Annexure

 and Annexure  at Page Nos. 4  and 

4 , respectively. A copy of the relevant 

, as on June 1, 2020, is 

provided as Annexure  at Page No. 4 ).

Further, Petitioner appears to have waited for more than 

two years after the beta version of WhatsApp Pay was 

launched, and almost two years after the well-

publicized 2018 Payments PIL was filed seeking the 

same relief as Petitioner, to file this PIL. These facts 

further suggest a lack of adequate credentials and give 

rise to serious concerns filing

this PIL.
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Fourth

pursuing this PIL are heightened by its failure to inform this

similar complaint filed with the CCI by Ms. Harshita

CCI Complainant shortly

after the Petition was filed. The CCI complaint is also

directed against WhatsApp and Facebook, Inc. and seeks

the same core relief (stopping the launch of WhatsApp Pay)

based on the same core facts.

the CCI complaint reveals, amongst other similarities, that

the address provided by the CCI Complainant is identical to

that of Petitioner (as confirmed in the Affidavit annexed to

the Petition). This fact suggests a strong nexus between the

CCI Complainant and Petitioner. This nexus is bolstered by

another significant commonality between the CCI

complaint and the Petition; namely, both were drawn up by

the same advocate: Ms. Suneha Jain. Further, the 

signature on the Petition and the CCI complaint notes that

address with Petitioner and the CCI Complainant up until at

least May 18, 2020; the website was only recently amended

to reflect a new address for Law Juno. (A copy of the

address details, as on May 18, 2020 and June 1, 2020, are

provided as 12 and An

13 at Page Nos. 4 and 4 , respectively).
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If Petitioner was in fact involved in the filing of the CCI

complaint, Petitioner should have disclosed that fact to this

dismissal of the [e]very litigant, who

approaches the Court, owes a duty to approach the Court

with clean hands and disclose complete 

facts. (Kalyaneshwari v. Union of India, (2011) 3 SCC

287, at para. 23 (emphasis added); Kishore Samrite v. State

of U.P.,(2013) 2 SCC 398, at para. 61.2 (dismissing 

petition with exemplary costs where petitioner did not 

disclose complete facts and misused the judicial process)). 

At the very least, Petitioner should have disclosed the CCI 

complaint when it filed I.A. No. 2 on April 28, 2020, more 

than a month after the CCI complaint was filed. But 

nowhere in I.A. No. 2 is the CCI complaint mentioned.

Finally, publicly available information, set forth below,

suggests a close connection between Petitioner and an

individual named Mr. Sahil Baghla who may be the same

Sahil Baghla who was recently incarcerated in connection

close connections with Petitioner include the following:

www.g2chambers.org) was

number traceable (according to a Truecaller search) to an
individual named Mr. Sahil Baghla. (A copy of the domain
name registration details of 
earlier as at Page Nos. 3 to 3 ; and, a
copy of the relevant screenshot of the Truecaller search results
is provided as  14  at Page No. 4 ).

(www.lawjuno.com
with the same phone number that registered

i.e., it is traceable to an individual

12



named Sahil Baghla. (A copy of the domain name registration 

Annexure at Page Nos. 3 to ; and, a copy of 
the relevant screenshot of the Truecaller search results is 
provided earlier as  14  at Page No. 4 ).

On LinkedIn, an individual named Sahil Baghla identifies Law

shared the same address with Petitioner. (A copy the relevant
, as on June 1,

2020, is provided as R3 15 at Page Nos. 4 to
4 ; and, a copy of the relevant screenshot of the LawJuno
LinkedIn job posting is provided as 16 at
Page No. 4 ).

The Facebook page of an individual named Sahil Baghla
contains posts that appear to promote Petitioner. (A copy of
the relevant screenshots of Sahil Baghla
containing these posts, as on June 1, 2020, are provided as
Annexure  17  at Page Nos.  to 5 ).

There are also a number of publicly available media reports

on an individual named Mr. Sahil Baghla and his

$300 million worth Bitcoin-based scam.

High Court dated July 24,

2019 and July 29, 2019 notes that Mr. Baghla has been

charged with the offences of criminal breach of trust and

cheating, among other offences. (A copy of the order of the

dated July 24, 2019 and July

29, 2019 is provided as Annexure 18

5 to 6 ). The media reports concerning his involvement in

the scam state:

Roots of $300 million worth Bitcoin-based scam hatched by
founder Amit Bhardwaj are getting deeper and

engulfing notable personalities such as Sahil Baghla and
Nikunj Jain. Bangla [sic] and Jain, serial entrepreneurs and
co-founders of the Gurugram-based Darwin Labs, were
arrested on the grounds of having key connections with
Bhardwaj and his company. The duo was allegedly a part of
the conspiracy and working as partners with Bhardwaj. As per
the report by Cyber wing of Pune Police, the duo built the

13



portal GBMiner, a BTC payment gateway and mining pool.
These entities were used by Bhardwaj in the scam. (A

arrested for links with Amit Bhardwaj in $300 Mn Bitcoin
scam
https://entrackr.com/2018/04/sahil-baghla-nikunj-jain-
arrested/ is provided as 19 at Page Nos. 6
to 6 ).

b. Out of the three founders of Gurugram-based Darwin Lab 
Ayush Varshney, Sahil Baghla [a]nd Nikunj Jain who

and Jain have been in jail for the last 11 months A true
typed Supreme Court Grants
Bail to Amit Bhardwaj In Bitcoin Ponzi Scheme Case dated
April 3, 2019, as available at https://inc42.com/buzz/breaking-
supreme-court-grants-bail-to-amit-bhardwaj-in-bitcoin-
ponzi-scheme/ is provided Annexure 20 at Page Nos.
6 to 6 ).

27. For the foregoing reasons, WhatsApp submits that

Petitioner is not suitable to pursue this PIL, warranting

dismissal of the Petition at the threshold.

28. Alternatively, WhatsApp respectfully submits that before

Petitioner is allowed to proceed further with this PIL, this

credentials and its connection with Mr. Baghla; and (ii)

in filing this PIL.

E. Petitioner Does Not Seek to Enforce Any Fundamental

Rights

29. It is well-settled that a petitioner may not invoke the writ

fundamental right conferred under Part III of the

Cons the jurisdiction

conferred on the Supreme Court under Article 32 is an

important and integral part of the Indian Constitution but a

violation of a fundamental right is the sine qua non for
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in $300 Mn Bitcoin scam

Jai Vardhan

April 23, 2018

Roots of $300 million worth Bitcoin-based scam hatched by 

engulfing notable personalities such as Sahil Baghla and Nikunj 

Jain.

Bangla [sic] and Jain, serial entrepreneurs and co-founders of the 

Gurugram-based Darwin Labs, were arrested on the grounds of 

having key connections with Bhardwaj and his company.

The duo was allegedly a part of the conspiracy and working as 

partners with Bhardwaj. As per the report by Cyber wing of Pune 

Police, the duo built the portal GBMiner, a BTC payment 

gateway and mining pool. These entities were used by Bhardwaj 

in the scam.
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At the time of arrest, police also seized 43.225 Bitcoins, 79.949 

Ethereum, Rs 33 lakh in cash, a laptop and some mobile 

handsets, reports Pune Mirror.

Jain is an entrepreneur and active angel investor with a portfolio 

of over half a dozen companies. He also co-founded startups such 

as Frankly.Me, InnoxApps and Darwin Labs.

Baghla is an IIT alumnus and previously founded a fan 

merchandising online store Bluegape. Currently, he is the founder 

of Murmur.

Earlier this month, Bhardwaj was held in Bangkok and brought 

back to Pune for trial in $300 million worth Bitcoin-based Ponzi 

scheme. During the interrogation, Bhardwaj revealed that Darwin 

Lab owners, Ayush Warshne, Jain, and Baghla were his partners 

in the ventures Bitcoin, Emcab and Coin Bank.

Following the inputs from Bhardwaj, sleuths procured email 

exchanges between the promoters of Darwin Labs and Bhardwaj 

for the appointment of lawyer and CA for routing money overseas 

to evade tax.

The email exchanges between the prime accused and Darwin Labs 

co-founders also unearth the fact that they were planning to 

transfer money made in the scam to a particular country where 

they can have access to it.

The report also adds that Bhardwaj and Darwin Lab were involved 

with another partner, who is a part of the conspiracy.

Meanwhile, Bhardwajs

have opposed their police custody under the Maharashtra 

Protection of Interest of Depositors (MPID) Act, Chit Fund Act 
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and Protection of Depositors Act. The defense emphasised that 

ause Bitcoin is a 

cryptocurrency, while these laws technically apply only to Indian 

currency.

In a separate case, the Delhi Police had arrested Bitmineplus 

founders for allegedly duping 5,000 people through a Bitcoin-

based scam. Interestingly, the duo from Sonipat had claimed to 

A FactorDaily report published in August last year outlined the 

association among Gurugram-based Darwin Labs, Bhardwaj and 

-focused accelerator 

Satoshi Labs had secured Series A round by Bhardwaj and 

GBMiners.

However, Baghla had clarified that his company denounced the 

funding as the co-founders realized that accepting Bhardwaj 

funding is not in the best interest of the accelerator.

ur lack of understanding of the subject that led us to work 

for GBMiners as a software vendor without understanding their 

a blog post quoted by FactorDaily.

//TRUE COPY//
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Supreme Court Grants Bail To Amit Bhardwaj In Bitcoin 
Ponzi Scheme Case

Suprita Anupam
Inc42 Staff
03 Apr'19 2 min read

Amit Bhardwaj is accused in the $300 Mn Bitcoin Ponzi Scheme

He has been granted interim bail owing health issues

Bhardwaj has been asked to deposit INR 10 Cr for bail

The Supreme Court has granted interim relief to Amit Bhardwaj 

and his brother Vivek Bhardwaj accused in a $300 Mn Bitcoin 

Ponzi scheme.

Speaking to Inc42,

health ground, the Supreme Court granted bail to his brother, 

purely based on the m

As part of the bail agreement the Supreme Court asked Amit 

Bhardwaj to deposit INR 10 Cr and his brother to deposit INR 1 

Cr, Prakash said.

Amit Bhardwaj and his brother have also requested the Supreme 

Court to club all the 12 cases listed against them across various 

states in India. On this issue, Prakash said that the Supreme Court 

is likely to hear the matter on April 27, 2019.

On April 2, Bombay High Court was also supposed to hear the 

Amit Bhardwaj case. However, the matter could not come up for 
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hearing and the Court has now set the next date on April 22, 

advocate Ameye Dange who represents Nisha Raisoni, one of the 

petitioners against Amit Bhardwaj said.

So far, the Bhardwaj brothers along with Ayush Varshney, Rupesh 

Singh and Sanchit (who are also accused in the case) have 

succeeded in getting interim relief in the case.

Amit Bhardwaj Legal Proceedings Timeline

Bhardwaj is accused in the $300 Mn Bitcoin Ponzi Scheme

S.No. Date Event

1. 2017 Investor Zakir Suresh started a petition on 

change.org. It garnered the support of 

1267 people. 

2. Jan 13 2018 Based on the complaint of an investor 

Nisha Raisoni an FIR filed at Dattawadi 

Police Station

3. Jan 24 2018 Pune Police files FIR against Amit 

Bhardwah & 3 others Amol Vijay, Raju 

Ramrav and Balajji

4. Mar 2018 Tarun Kumar lodged a criminal 

complaint against Amit Bhardwaj, 

Pankaj Adhlakha, Vivek Adhlakha, 

Kamal Gupta, Aman Bhatia, Manjeet 

Singh and Variale Tech Pvt. Ltd. At 

Janakpuri Police Station

5. Mar 2018 FIR registered at Nigdi Police Station, 

Pune against Amit Bhardwaj, Rupesh 

Singh, Hemant Chauhan, Hemant 

Suryavanshi, Kaka Ravde & Others, 
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based on the complaint of Bhimsen 

Agrawal

6. Mar 31 2018 Amit Bhardwaj arrested in Bangkok

7. Apr 5 2018 Pune Police Cyber Cell brought Amit 

Bhardwaj to Pune & arrested 8 other 

accused 

8. Apr 2018 The ED registered its first enforcement 

case investigation report against Gain 

bitcoin & few other entities/individuals 

under Prevention of Money Laundering 

Act in Mumbai.

9. May 2018 Cybercrime cell of Chandigarh police 

books Amit Bhardwaj & 5 others

10. Jun 2018 Dattawadi police station & Nigdi police 

station investigation team, Pune file 32 

separate chargesheets

11. Jul 2018 Chandigarh police files chargesheets

12. Aug 2018 Chandigarh District Court rejects Amit 

13. Sept 2018 Directorate of Enforcement attached 

immovable properties & bank balances

worth INR 42.88 Cr owned by Amit 

Bhardwaj & his accomplices

14. Nov 2018 Amit Bhardwaj and Vivek Bhardwaj files 

vail plea at Supreme Court on health 

grounds, request to club all the 12 cases 

against them
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15. Mar 27 2019

medical reports, sets the next hearing on 

April 3

16. Apr 3 2019 Amit Bhardwaj & his brother receive 

interim bail

Earlier on August 4, 2018, a local Chandigarh Court had granted 

interim bail to Rajesh Jain, another of the co-accused, to perform 

the last rites of his deceased father. Rajesh Jain and Sanchit, 

sted 

on May 24 by the Pune Police. On September 20, a local court of 

Chandigarh granted bail to Sanchit.

Out of the three founders of Gurugram-based Darwin Lab

Ayush Varshney, Sahil Baghla And Nikunj Jain who allegedly 

venture, Baghla and Jain have 

been in jail for the last 11 months. Varshney never got arrested and 

was later granted interim relief by Bombay High Court.

Another accused in the case, Rupesh Singh got interim protection 

from Bombay High Court, while some of the accused are still 

absconding, added Dange.

With promises of a highly inflated 10% monthly return on Bitcoin 

investments for 18 months, under multi-level marketing (MLM) 

schemes such as Bitcoin Growth Fund, Amit Bhardwaj is the key 

accused and alleged mastermind behind the Bitcoin Ponzi scheme. 

He had founded a slew of companies AmazeMiners, 

GBMiners, and CoinBank under the parent company Amaze 

Mining And Blockchain Research Ltd, registered in Hong Kong 
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and GainBitcoin as part of his Singapore-based company 

Variabletech Pvt Ltd.

Around 8,000 people are said to have invested in these companies 

and later failed to get their due returns.

//TRUE COPY//
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

I.A. No. ______ of 2020

IN

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 427 of 2020

[PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION]

…PETITIONER  

IN THE MATTER OF: 

GOOD GOVERNANCE CHAMBERS 

(G2 CHAMBERS)  

Versus

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION 

OF INDIA & ORS.        

APPLICATION ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT NO. 3 

SEEKING EXEMPTION FROM FILING NOTARIZED AND

APOSTILLED AFFIDAVITS  

TO  

THE HON’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA 

AND OTHER HON’BLE JUDGES OF THE 

HON’BLE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

THE HUMBLE APPLICATION OF THE 

APPLICANT ABOVE NAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. Respondent No. 3, WhatsApp Inc. (“WhatsApp”), is filing

a preliminary affidavit (“Affidavit”) in response to the

petition (“Petition”) in this case.
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2. WhatsApp’s signatory is currently residing in the State of

California where, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, certain

orders have been issued. Due to difficulties faced on

account of social distancing requirements and stay at home

orders issued on account of the COVID-19 outbreak,

WhatsApp’s Affidavit and the affidavit in support of the

accompanying application could not be notarized or

apostilled. In the present exigent circumstances, this

Hon’ble Court may be pleased to grant an exemption from

filing notarized and apostilled affidavits and allow

WhatsApp to filed signed affidavits only. WhatsApp

undertakes to duly furnish the notarized and apostilled

affidavits as and when it becomes reasonably safe and

possible.

3. That the submission of affidavits without notarization and

apostillization, is neither intentional nor deliberate, but due

to the unavoidable reason stated above.

4. The present application is being made bona fide and in the

interest of justice and equity.

5. That no prejudice will be caused to the Petitioner if

WhatsApp is granted exemption from filing notarized and

apostilled affidavits.

PRAYER

In the above facts and circumstances, it is respectfully 

prayed that this Hon’ble Court may be pleased to:

(a) Exempt Respondent No. 3 from filing notarized and

apostilled affidavits at this time; and
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(b)Pass such other and further orders as this Hon’ble Court

may deem fit and proper in the facts and circumstances

of the present case.

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KINDNESS

SHALL, AS IN DUTY BOUND, EVER PRAY. 

DRAWN ON: 01 JUNE 2020 

FILED ON: 

FILED THROUGH:

(MR. SHARDUL S. SHROFF)

ADVOCATE FOR

PLACE: NEW DELHI
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

I.A. No. ______ of 2020

IN

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 427 of 2020

[PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION]

…PETITIONER  

IN THE MATTER OF: 

GOOD GOVERNANCE CHAMBERS 

(G2 CHAMBERS)  

Versus

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION 

OF INDIA & ORS.        

AFFIDAVIT ON BEHALF OF 

RESPONDENT NO. 3, WHATSAPP INC. 

I, Brian Hennessy, aged about 40 years, son of Mark Hennessy, 

Power of Attorney holder of Respondent No. 3, WhatsApp Inc. 

(“WhatsApp”), having its office at 1601 Willow Road, Menlo 

Park, California 94025, USA, do hereby solemnly affirm and state 

as under:   

1. I am the Power of Attorney Holder of WhatsApp and am

duly authorized and competent to swear this affidavit on

behalf of WhatsApp. I am acquainted with the facts of the

present case as derived from the official records, and

therefore competent to affirm this affidavit.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

Writ Petition (C) No. 427 of 2020

[PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION]

IN THE MATTER OF:

GOOD GOVERNANCE CHAMBERS 

(G2 CHAMBERS)     

PETITIONER

                 

VERSUS 

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION 

OF INDIA & ORS.     RESPONDENTS

               

VAKALATNAMA 

I, Brian Hennessy, son of Mark Hennessy, Power of Attorney 

holder of WhatsApp Inc., Respondent No. 3 in the above-referred 

matter, the undersigned, do hereby appoint and retain MR. 

SHARDUL S. SHROFF to act and appear for Respondent No. 3

in the above Petition and on Respondent No. 3’s behalf to 

conduct and defend or withdraw all proceedings that may be 

taken in connection with the same, or any decree or order passed 

therein, including proceedings in taxation and application for 

Review, to file and obtain return of documents and to deposit and 

receive money on Respondent No. 3’s behalf in the said Petition, 

and in the application for Review and to represent Respondent
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MEMO OF APPEARANCE

To

The Registrar,

Supreme Court of India,

New Delhi.

Sir, 

Please enter my appearance in the above Petition on behalf of 

Respondent No. 3 in the above matter.

Yours Faithfully, 

Mr. Shardul S. Shroff 

Advocate for the Respondent No. 3
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